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We present a further observational analysis of the ΛsCDM model proposed in Akarsu et al. [Phys.
Rev. D 104, 123512 (2021)]. This model is based on the recent conjecture suggesting the Universe has
transitioned from anti-de Sitter vacua to de Sitter vacua (viz., the cosmological constant switches
sign from negative to positive), at redshift z† ∼ 2, inspired by the graduated dark energy model
proposed in Akarsu et al. [Phys. Rev. D 101, 063528 (2020)]. ΛsCDM was previously claimed to
simultaneously relax five cosmological discrepancies, namely, the H0, S8, and MB tensions along
with the Ly-α and ωb anomalies, which prevail within the standard ΛCDM model as well as its
canonical/simple extensions. In the present work, we extend the previous analysis by constraining
the model using the Pantheon data (with and without the SH0ES MB prior) and/or the completed
BAO data along with the full Planck CMB data. We find that ΛsCDM exhibits a better fit to the
data compared to ΛCDM, and simultaneously relaxes the six discrepancies of ΛCDM, viz., the H0,
MB , S8, Ly-α, t0, and ωb discrepancies, all of which are discussed in detail. When the MB prior
is included in the analyses, ΛsCDM performs significantly better in relaxing the H0, MB , and S8

tensions with the constraint z† ∼ 1.8 even when the Ly-α data (which imposed the z† ∼ 2 constraint
in the previous studies) are excluded. In contrast, the presence of the MB prior causes only negligible
improvements for ΛCDM. Thus, the ΛsCDM model provides remedy to various cosmological tensions
simultaneously, only that the galaxy BAO data hinder its success to some extent.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, there has been a growing consensus
that today’s standard model of cosmology, namely, the
Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model, is actually
an approximation to a more realistic new cosmological
model which is yet to be understood. This new model,
which may be conceptually very different, is expected
to show slight but probably nontrivial phenomenological
deviations from ΛCDM, because, despite being in very
good agreement with a wide range of astrophysical and
cosmological data [1–8], ΛCDM leads to discordances be-
tween various cosmological probes increased in diversity
and precision over the past decade, e.g., the H0 and S8

tensions, and other statistically less significant anoma-
lies [9–17]. While these discordances can still be in part
the result of systematic errors, the fact that they survived
(and in some cases are even exacerbated) after several
years of accurate analyses, points to cracks in ΛCDM,
and suggests searching for new physics beyond the well-
established fundamental theories that underpin, and even
extend, the ΛCDM model. In particular, the H0 (Hub-
ble constant) tension exceeds 5σ with the recent SH0ES
measurement [18] which led it to be called a crisis by
many. Moreover, these tensions have turned out to be
more challenging than originally thought. For instance,
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the H0 tension worsens when the cosmological constant
(Λ) is replaced by generic quintessence models of dark
energy (DE), and is only partially relaxed when replaced
by the simplest phantom (or quintom) models, and trou-
blingly, many of the compelling models that suggest an
amelioration in the H0 tension—such as early dark en-
ergy (EDE) [19–22], new-EDE [23, 24], and nonminimally
interacting dark energy (IDE) [25–28]—result in worsen-
ing of others, e.g., the S8 (weighted amplitude of matter
fluctuations) tension, and they can even exacerbate less
important anomalies to significant levels [29–37] (see also
Refs. [9–17]). One may see Refs. [38–51] suggesting solu-
tions to S8 tension, some of which suggest relaxing theH0

tension as well. We refer the reader to Refs. [9–17] for a
comprehensive list of references and recent reviews on the
cosmological tensions, including discussions on the cos-
mological model-independent estimations of parameters
such as H0 and S8, and a summary of proposed solutions.

It has been reported that the H0 tension—as well as
a number of other discrepancies—could be alleviated by
a dynamical DE (as an effective or actual source) that
achieves negative (could be persistent or temporary) or
rapidly vanishing energy density values in the near or
far past; and, this has recently increased interest in the
phenomenological and theoretical realization/investiga-
tion of such models, see Refs. [52–106]. In fact, the sim-
plest example of this type of scenario is the spatially
closed ΛCDM model; positive spatial curvature (anal-
ogous to cosmic strings with negative energy density1)

1 They are analogous in the sense that both contribute to the
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and positive cosmological constant together can be inter-
preted as a single effective source that attains negative
energy densities in the past and this scenario is signifi-
cantly preferred over spatially flat ΛCDM by CMB data
alone [3]—this preference that can be referred as the cur-
vature, Ωk, anomaly [107–116], is closely related to the
lensing amplitude, AL, anomaly [31, 107, 117] since these
two parameters are degenerate. However, the fact that
this scenario (also its canonical/simple extensions) wors-
ens the H0 and S8 tensions and is no more preferred
when the CMB data is combined with other astrophysi-
cal data [3, 31, 85, 107–117], may be signaling the need
for a source of negative energy density that contributes
more unexpectedly to the evolution of the Universe. In
particular, it was recently conjectured in Ref. [68] that
the Universe underwent a rapid anti-de Sitter (AdS) to
de Sitter (dS) vacua transition at redshift z ∼ 2. This
conjecture was based on the fact that observational anal-
yses of the graduated dark energy (gDE) favored its
sign-switching cosmological constantlike (Λs-like) behav-
ior, and this behavior simultaneously ameliorated the H0

and Ly-α (Lyman-α) discrepancies; the conjecture was
further motivated by some theoretical advantages of Λs

over gDE’s Λs-like behavior. In a later paper [89], the
ΛsCDM model (which simply replaces the usual positive
cosmological constant of ΛCDM with Λs) was studied in
detail in the context of cosmological tensions. In partic-
ular, it was explained how this model can simultaneously
address the H0, MB [Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) absolute
magnitude, closely related to the H0 measurements], and
Ly-α discrepancies, and, its observational analyses using
the full Planck cosmic microwave background (CMB) and
baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) data were carried out.
It was found that ΛsCDM is able to ameliorate the H0,
MB , and S8 tensions along with the Ly-α and ωb (phys-
ical baryon density) anomalies.

In this paper, we expand the investigations in Ref. [89],
extend the observational analyses, by using the completed
BAO data and the Pantheon SNIa sample (with and
without an MB prior) along with the full Planck CMB
data, extend the previous discussions on the H0, MB ,
S8, Ly-α, and ωb discrepancies within ΛsCDM, and fur-
ther add the t0 (present-day age of the Universe) dis-
crepancy and a theoretical explanation of how the S8

tension can be alleviated in this model. In Section II, we
briefly present the ΛsCDM model and motivate it start-
ing from the gDE and by discussing its behavior with
respect to tensions of ΛCDM. In Section III, we first

Friedmann equation as a negative energy source with an equa-
tion of state parameter equal to −1/3. However, the presence
of spatial curvature also has the effect of modifying the inter-
relations of cosmological distance measures (e.g., the comoving
angular diameter distance is no longer proportional to the line-
of-sight comoving distance for nonzero spatial curvature), ren-
dering these two scenarios quite different. A similar distinction
also arises when considering the combination of Λ and spatial
curvature as a single effective source in the Friedmann equation.

present the methodology and data sets used in the ob-
servational analyses and then discuss the results. In Sec-
tion IV, we briefly explain six discrepancies of ΛCDM,
viz., the H0, MB , S8, Ly-α, t0, and ωb, and assess their
situation within ΛsCDM for our data sets, and we con-
clude in Section V.

II. THE ΛsCDM MODEL

The standard ΛCDM model relies on the presence of
a constant energy density term, Λ—such as the usual
vacuum energy of QFT and/or an effective energy den-
sity of a geometrical cosmological constant—to drive the
present-day acceleration of the Universe; this constant
energy density corresponds to zero inertial mass den-
sity % = 0, where % ≡ ρ + p with ρ and p being en-
ergy density and pressure, respectively. A minimal dy-
namical deviation from the zero inertial mass density as-
sumption in the form of % ∝ ρλ, called graduated dark
energy, was first investigated in Ref. [68]. Having al-
most constant negative energy density values at large
redshifts, gDE settles into a positive value in the late
Universe after a continuous transition whose rapidity is
controlled by the parameter λ. During the transition,
its energy density vanishes at a redshift, z†, and exhibits
a pole in its equation of state (EoS) parameter that is
characteristic of the DE models with sign-changing den-
sity [96]. The parameter space of the gDE was well-
constrained in its observational analysis (see Ref. [68])
with a preference of z† ≈ 2.3 and large negative values
of λ, in which case the gDE resembles (becomes exact
for λ→ −∞) a negative cosmological constant, Λ− < 0,
that instantaneously switches sign at z ≈ 2.3 and attains
its present-day positive value Λ+ = |Λ−|. Compared to
the usual cosmological constant, the gDE shows better
agreement with multitude of data. In particular, when
analysed with a combined data set from CMB, BAO,
SNIa, and cosmic chronometers (CCs), the gDE model
had a significantly better fit with a nonmonotonic be-
havior of H(z) around z† ≈ 2.3 that allowed the model
to bring Ly-α BAO (BOSS DR11) data [53] in concor-
dance with the rest of the observations. Moreover, it
yielded a value of H0 = 69.7 ± 0.9 km s−1 Mpc−1 which
is in perfect agreement with the local H0 = 69.8 ± 0.8
km s−1 Mpc−1 measurement from the tip of the red gi-
ant branch (TRGB) [118]. In the gDE framework, these
two simultaneous improvements in H0 and Ly-α are in-
terrelated in the following sense. A z† value smaller than
the effective redshift of the Ly-α data leads the model to
have negative DE density at that effective redshift and
beyond (towards early universe). Such a negative DE
is in line with the lesser H(z) value of the Ly-α data
(less than the prediction of ΛCDM when constrained by
the CMB). And since the comoving angular diameter dis-
tance to last scattering, DM (z∗), which is directly related
to the integral of H−1(z), is strictly constrained by ob-
servations almost model independently, the lesser value
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of H(z) at the effective redshift of the Ly-α data should
be compensated by a higher H(z) value somewhere else,
which, for the gDE, results in a higher H0 value [68] (see
also Refs. [89, 100], for a detailed discussion).

Inspired by the observational findings, and the fact
that a sign-switching cosmological constant correspond-
ing to the λ→ −∞ limit of the gDE, unlike gDE with
a finite λ, evades violating the weak energy condition
and bounds on the speed of sound, the authors con-
jectured in Ref. [68] that the cosmological constant has
spontaneously switched sign, i.e., the Universe has tran-
sitioned from AdS vacuum with Λ− to dS vacuum with
Λ+. The simplest sign-switching cosmological constant
model, ΛsCDM, can be phenomenologically constructed
by promoting the usual cosmological constant (Λ) of the
standard ΛCDM model to an abruptly sign-switching
(switches at a redshift z† which is the only extra free
parameter on top of the standard ΛCDM) cosmological
constant (Λs) with a present-day value of Λs0 > 0;

Λ → Λs ≡ Λs0 sgn[z† − z], (1)

where, the sign-switch feature is realized by the signum
function, “sgn,” that reads sgn[x] = −1, 0, 1 for x < 0,
x = 0 and x > 0, respectively [89]. Before moving on
to the cosmological implications of the ΛsCDM model in
the light of observational data, it may be helpful to com-
ment on a few subtleties to gain a clear understanding of
this model. The sign-switching transition of Λs described
here by the signum function (implying an abrupt tran-
sition) should be understood as an idealized description
of a rapid transition (may or may not be smooth) from
an AdS vacuum provided by Λs = −Λs0 to a dS vacuum
provided by Λs = Λs0, or DE models such as gDE, that
can mimic this behavior. Such transitions that are also
smooth, can easily be constructed/described phenomeno-
logically using sigmoid functions, e.g., the hyperbolic tan-
gent, tanh [x], and the logistic function, 1/(1 + e−x).
Accordingly, one can replace Eq. (1) with, for example,
Λs ≡ Λs0 tanh [η(z† − z)] which comes with two extra free
parameters on top of ΛCDM, namely, η and z†.

2 Of these
two, η > 0 determines the rapidity of the transition from
−Λs0 to Λs0 around z = z† and the limit η → +∞ leads
to the abrupt sign-switch behavior considered in Eq. (1).
In ΛsCDM, we simply replace the Λ of ΛCDM with Λs,
so that all material constituents of the Universe are lo-
cally conserved separately, and thus Λs also submits to
the usual continuity equation due to the twice-contracted

2 Another Λs, extending the usual Λ with two extra parameters
(z†, γ), can be defined: Λs ≡ Λs0

(
γ sgn[z† − z] − γ + 1

)
, in

which case the new parameter γ > 1/2 determines the depth
of the AdS vacuum, Λ− = Λs0(1 − 2γ). Further, once again sgn
function can be replaced with continuous sigmoid functions, e.g.,
Λs ≡ Λs0

(
γ tanh

[
η(z† − z) + arctanh[1 − 1/γ]

]
− γ + 1

)
defines

a Λs with three extra parameters (z†, η, γ) that smoothly tran-
sitions from Λ− = Λs0(1 − 2γ) to Λ+ = Λs0 with a rapidity
controlled by η > 0, and vanishes at z = z†.

Bianchi identity in general relativity (GR). Accordingly,
the corresponding EoS parameter reads wΛs

= −1−η(1+
z)(1−tanh2 [η(z† − z)])/3 tanh [η(z† − z)], which exhibits
a pole at z = z† (viz., yields limz→z±†

wΛs
(z) = ±∞;

such a singularity3 is necessary for the energy density
to change sign [96]) and, approaching minus unity more
and more with increasing |z†−z|, becomes indistinguish-
able from wΛs = −1 for all redshifts far enough away
from z†. We note that for a given definition of Λs, the
corresponding EoS parameter wΛs is free to behave as
necessary to ensure that the Λs satisfies the continuity
equation, and when the limit η → +∞ corresponding to
the abrupt sign-switch behavior in Eq. (1) is taken at face
value, wΛs

(z 6= z†) = −1 would be satisfied and the de-
viation of wΛs

from minus unity would be squeezed into
the single redshift4 z = z†; see Section V for more com-
ments on the abrupt sign-switch scenario and potential
mechanisms underlying it. On the other hand, from a
phenomenological point of view, for sufficiently large val-
ues of η, the sgn[x] and tanh[x] parametrizations become
barely distinguishable; however, working with the abrupt
AdS-dS transition as defined in Eq. (1) is much more
convenient thanks to its simplicity, particularly for ob-
servational analyses. For instance, for η = 100, we have
|Λs| = Λs0 with 10−2 percent precision and wΛs

= −1
with one percent precision at z = z† ± 0.05, improving
to 10−6 percent precision and 10−4 percent precision,
respectively, at z = z† ± 0.1. Thus, the abrupt sign-
switching Λs we consider in this study can also be taken
as an approximation for the more general, but rapidly
sign-switching Λs models using, for instance, continuous
sigmoid functions.

In Ref. [89], ΛsCDM was analyzed both theoreti-
cally and observationally; when the consistency of the
model with the CMB is ensured, (i) H0 and MB val-
ues are inversely correlated with z† and reach H0 ≈
73.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 and MB ≈ −19.25 mag for z† = 1.6
in remarkable agreement with the measurements from
SH0ES [18, 124], and (ii) the model inherently presents
an excellent fit to the Ly-α data provided that z† . 2.34.
Since ΛsCDM is equivalent to ΛCDM for z < z† except
for the values of its parameters, it respects the internal
consistency of the methodology used by local H0 mea-

3 For some examples with EoS parameters presenting singularities
of the same type, see Refs. [54, 55, 60, 64, 65, 68, 85, 91, 100, 104,
106] where they are studied within the context of cosmological
tensions; and see Refs. [119–123] for some earlier examples.

4 Discontinuity of the signum function results in mild complica-
tions in familiar notions, e.g., the spacetime metric is no longer
differentiable at z = z† (though, it is continuous; see the solution
of the metric for ΛsCDM in Ref. [89]) and imposing that the Λs

is conserved requires making use of generalized functions (dis-
tributions) to express its corresponding EoS parameter. We do
not concern ourselves with such mathematical intricacies in the
present study because the discontinuous Λs as defined in Eq. (1)
can be treated as an idealized parametrization/limiting case as
stated in the main text.
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surements that infer it from MB by assuming a ΛCDM-
like cosmography [118, 125] such as SH0ES and TRGB;
thus, resolving the H0 tension within ΛsCDM is almost
equivalent to resolving the MB tension [89]. To see if
the model can achieve these promising features, it was
confronted with observational data in Ref. [89]; when
only the CMB data set from Planck 2018 is used, the
model yields to H0 = 70.22 ± 1.78 km s−1 Mpc−1 with
weak constraints on z†, and when BAO are also included
with the CMB data set, it yields to H0 = 68.82 ±
0.55 km s−1 Mpc−1, fully consistent with the TRGB
measurement H0 = 69.8± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118] (or
H0 = 69.8± 0.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 [126]), and a well-
constrained z† = 2.44 ± 0.29, removing the ∼ 2σ
discrepancy with the Ly-α DR14 [127] measurements
that arises within ΛCDM. The lower and upper lim-
its of z† are controlled by the Galaxy and Ly-α BAO
data, respectively, and the larger z† values imposed by
the Galaxy BAO data prevent the model from agree-
ing perfectly with the SH0ES measurements of H0 =
73.04 ± 1.04 km s−1 Mpc−1 [18] and MB = −19.244 ±
0.037 mag [124]. Furthermore, the observational anal-
yses of Ref. [89] show that lower values of z† also al-
leviate the S8 tension despite having larger σ8 (ampli-
tude of mass fluctuations on scales of 8h−1 Mpc with
h ≡ H0/100 km s−1Mpc−1 being the dimensionless re-
duced Hubble constant), i.e., more structures, and also
in the case of CMB+BAO data, ΛsCDM accommodates
a physical baryon density lower than that of ΛCDM in
better agreement with its recent estimations from BBN
constraints on the abundance of light elements such as
100ωb = 2.233 ± 0.036 [128]. In summary, as z† gets
smaller, four discrepancies of ΛCDM, viz., the H0, MB ,
S8, and Ly-α discrepancies, are better alleviated with
potential improvements in the ωb discrepancy; and for
z† ∼ 1.6 which is not preferred by the Galaxy BAO
data, ΛsCDM can have remarkable agreement with mul-
titude of observational data including the above four that
ΛCDM is discordant with.

Besides all these superior phenomenological aspects of
ΛsCDM over ΛCDM, ΛsCDM is also one of the simplest
one-parameter extensions of ΛCDM. In fact, it is iden-
tical to ΛCDM for both z < z† and z > z† except for
the values of its parameters, in the sense that the Fried-
mann equations restricted to either one of these intervals
have the same functional form; for other equivalently sim-
ple models inspired by ΛsCDM, see Ref. [129]. Thus, it
is highly tempting to further explore how ΛsCDM is a
good candidate to replace ΛCDM by extending the work
of Ref. [89] both theoretically and observationally. In
Ref. [89], a detailed discussion was given on how it can
alleviate the discrepancies with H0, MB , and BAO Ly-α
measurements, and how these discrepancies are affected
by the extra free parameter z†; in the observational anal-
yses, CMB alone was found to be consistent with any
value of z† & 1.5, and it was constrained to z† & 2.3
when the BAO data was included in the analysis. In
what follows, we first expand the observational analysis

of Ref. [89], by using the CMB data combined with the
Pantheon data (with and without the MB prior from the
SH0ES measurements), and also along with either the
latest full BAO data set, only Ly-α BAO data, or with-
out BAO data. Then, in the light of the results we have
obtained, we extend the discussions on the H0, MB , S8,
Ly-α, and ωb discrepancies made in Ref. [89]; further-
more, we add the t0 tension to our discussions and give a
theoretical explanation of how the S8 tension is alleviated
in ΛsCDM.

III. OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS

Considering the background and perturbation dynam-
ics, in what follows we explore the full parameter space of
the ΛsCDM model and, for comparison, that of the stan-
dard ΛCDM model. The baseline seven free parameters
of the ΛsCDM model are given by

P = {ωb, ωc, θs, As, ns, τreio, z†} . (2)

Here, the first six parameters are the common ones
with the standard ΛCDM model, viz., ωb = Ωbh

2 and
ωc = Ωch

2 (Ω being the present-day density parame-
ter) are, respectively, the present-day physical density
parameters of baryons and cold dark matter, θs is the
ratio of the sound horizon to the angular diameter dis-
tance at decoupling, As is the initial super-horizon am-
plitude of curvature perturbations at k = 0.05 Mpc−1,
ns is the primordial spectral index, and τreio is the reion-
ization optical depth. We assume three neutrino species,
approximated as two massless states and a single mas-
sive neutrino of mass mν = 0.06 eV. We use uniform
priors ωb ∈ [0.018, 0.024], ωc ∈ [0.10, 0.14], 100 θs ∈
[1.03, 1.05], ln

(
1010As

)
∈ [3.0, 3.18], ns ∈ [0.9, 1.1], and

τreio ∈ [0.04, 0.125] for the common free parameters of the
models, and z† ∈ [1, 3] for the additional free parameter
characterizing the ΛsCDM model.

In order to constrain the models, we use the latest
Planck CMB data combined with other data sets from
independent observations. From the Planck 2018 legacy
data release [130, 131], we use measurements of CMB
temperature anisotropy and polarization power spectra,
their cross-spectra, and lensing power spectrum, viz.,

Table I. Clustering measurements for each of the BAO sam-
ples from Ref. [5].

Parameter zeff DV (z)/rd DM(z)/rd DH(z)/rd

MGS 0.15 4.47± 0.17 ... ...
BOSS Galaxy 0.38 ... 10.23± 0.17 25.00± 0.76
BOSS Galaxy 0.51 ... 13.36± 0.21 22.33± 0.58
eBOSS LRG 0.70 ... 17.86± 0.33 19.33± 0.53
eBOSS ELG 0.85 18.33+0.57

−0.62 ... ...
eBOSS Quasar 1.48 ... 30.69± 0.80 13.26± 0.55
Lyα-Lyα 2.33 ... 37.6± 1.9 8.93± 0.28
Lyα-Quasar 2.33 ... 37.3± 1.7 9.08± 0.34
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(i) the high-` Plik likelihood for TT (in the multi-
pole range 30 ≤ ` ≤ 2508), (ii) TE and EE (in the
multipole range 30 ≤ ` ≤ 1996), (iii) the low-` TT-
only (2 ≤ ` ≤ 29) likelihood based on the Commander
component-separation algorithm in pixel space, (iv) the
low-` EE-only (2 ≤ ` ≤ 29) SimAll likelihood, and (v)
the CMB lensing power spectrum measurements recon-
structed from the temperature 4-point function. Along
with the Planck CMB data, we use the high-precision
BAO measurements at different redshifts up to z = 3.5,
viz., the BAO measurements compiled in Table I, from
final measurements of clustering using galaxies, quasars,
and Lyman-α (Ly-α) forests from the completed Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) lineage of experiments in
large-scale structure [5]. It is worth noting that we in-
clude the Ly-α measurements in our BAO compilation
as these have a substantial impact on the parameters
of ΛsCDM, whereas these have a minor impact on the
parameters of ΛCDM, which is why the Ly-α measure-
ments were excluded from the default BAO compilation
by the Planck (2018) Collaboration [3]. In our analyses,
we first consider only the Ly-α data and then the full set
of BAO data. We use the Pantheon [132] distance mod-
uli measurements for Type Ia Supernovae which provide
the constraints on the slope of the late-time expansion
rate H0dL(z), i.e., the noncalibrated light distance. The
theoretical apparent magnitude mB of an SNIa at red-
shift z reads mB(z) = 5 log10 [dL(z)/1 Mpc] + 25 + MB ,
where MB is the absolute magnitude. The distance
modulus is then given by µ(z) = mB −MB . We con-
strain the models also by using a Gaussian prior on MB ,
viz., MB = −19.2435 ± 0.0373 mag that corresponds to
the SH0ES SNIa measurements [124]—alternatively, one
could prefer using an H0 prior; see Footnote 6 in Sec-
tion IV A for advantages and disadvantages of using MB

or H0 as a prior. We use the publicly available Boltz-
mann code CLASS [133] with the parameter inference
code Monte Python [134] to obtain correlated Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) samples. We analyze the
MCMC samples using the python package GetDist; and
use the MCEvidence [135] algorithm to approximate the
Bayesian evidence, used to perform a model comparison
through the Jeffreys’ scale [136]. See Ref. [137], and refer-
ences therein, for an extended review of the cosmological
parameter inference and model selection procedure. In
general, for a data set D and a given model Ma with a
set of parameters Θ, Bayes’ theorem results in

P (Θ|D,Ma) =
L(D|Θ,Ma)π(Θ|Ma)

E(D|Ma)
, (3)

where P (Θ|D,Ma) is the posterior probability distribu-
tion function of the parameters, π(Θ|Ma) is the prior for
the parameters, L(D|Θ,Ma) is the likelihood function,
and E(D|Ma) is the Bayesian evidence given by

E(D|Ma) =

∫
Ma

L(D|Θ,Ma)π(Θ|Ma)dΘ. (4)

To make a comparison of the modelMa with some other

modelMb, we compute the ratio of the posterior proba-
bilities of the models, given by

P (Ma|D)

P (Mb|D)
= Bab

P (Ma)

P (Mb)
, (5)

where Bab is the Bayes’ factor given by

Bab =
E(D|Ma)

E(D|Mb)
≡ Za
Zb
. (6)

So the relative log-Bayesian evidence reads as

lnBab = lnZa − lnZb ≡ ∆ lnZ. (7)

The model with smaller | lnZ| is the preferred model,
and therefore considered as the reference model in model
comparison. To interpret the results, we refer to the re-
vised Jeffreys’ scale as given in Ref. [138]. Accordingly,
a weak evidence is indicated by 0 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 1, a
definite evidence 1 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 3, a strong evidence
by 3 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 5, and a very strong evidence by
|∆ lnZ| ≥ 5, in favor of the reference model.

In Ref. [89], the authors investigated the observational
constraints on the parameters of the models, ΛsCDM
and ΛCDM, with the CMB and CMB+BAO data. In
the present study, we obtain the observational con-
straints on the parameters of these models by using
the data combinations of CMB+Pan, CMB+Pan+Ly-α,
and CMB+Pan+BAO without and with MB prior sep-
arately present in Tables II and III, respectively. Also,
see Figs. 6–11 in Appendix A for the corresponding one-
and two-dimensional [at 68% and 95% confidence levels
(CLs)] marginalized distributions of the model parame-
ters. 5 In the last three rows of these tables, we list the
best fit (−2 lnLmax), the log-Bayesian evidence (lnZ),
and the log-Bayesian evidence relative to the reference
model (∆ lnZ).

The distinctive free parameter of the ΛsCDM model is
z†, the redshift at which the cosmological constant (Λs)
changes sign. In Fig. 1, we present the one-dimensional
marginalized distributions of the parameter z† for vari-
ous data set combinations. From Ref. [89], we know that
the CMB data alone is not able to constrain z†, imply-
ing that any z† & 1.5 (1.5 is the lower limit of the prior
used in Ref. [89]), i.e., a negative cosmological constant
Λs(z > z†) = −Λs0 ∼ −2.9 × 10−122 l−2

Planck is consistent
with the CMB data. But when the SNIa data are in-
cluded in the analysis with CMB (see the green curve
in Fig. 1), the shape of the distribution changes, and
we find lower bound of z† > 1.77 and with the inclu-
sion of the Ly-α data (which favor z† values less than
∼ 2.33) as well, we see a clear peak at z† ∼ 2.2 with a
plateaulike tail for z† & 2.5, the region where the model

5 Note that the BAO data used in the present study is an updated
and extended version of that in Ref. [89], hence the results are
not directly comparable.
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Figure 1. One-dimensional marginalized posterior distribu-
tions of the parameter z† of the ΛsCDM model, the redshift
at which the cosmological constant (Λs) changes sign, for var-
ious data set combinations.

approaches ΛCDM. However, with the inclusion of the
full BAO data, rather than only the Ly-α data, again
we find only a lower bound, z† > 2.13. This is because
the low-redshift BAO data tend to push z† to larger val-
ues, despite the opposition of the Ly-α; this point was
discussed in Ref. [89] thoroughly, also see Section IV D.
We notice that including the MB prior in the analysis
has important consequences in the results. When the
MB prior is present, whether the Ly-α data are included
or not on top of CMB+Pan data, z† is very well con-
strained at z ≈ 1.8 with ∼ 10% precision at %68 CL.
While the CMB+Pan+BAO data combination without
the MB prior is able to provide only a lower bound on z†,
with the MB prior it leads to a clear peak at z ≈ 2.3 with
∼ 10% precision at %68 CL, with a flat tail for z & 2.4
seems to have arisen from the preference of higher z† val-
ues of the low-redshift BAO data.

In Ref. [89], no strong statistical evidence was found
to discriminate between the ΛsCDM and ΛCDM mod-
els in the analyses with neither the CMB data nor
the CMB+BAO data (estimates z† ∼ 2.4). We see
in the current work that, without the MB prior, this
picture does not change for the cases CMB+Pan (esti-
mates z† & 1.8) and CMB+Pan+BAO (estimates z† &
2.1), while the ΛsCDM model finds a strong evidence
(∆ lnZ ∼ 5) against the standard ΛCDM model for
the case CMB+Pan+Ly-α (estimates z† ∼ 2.2); see Ta-
ble II. On the other hand, when we analyze the models
with the same data sets by including the MB prior that
corresponds to the SH0ES SNIa measurements [124], it
turns out that the ΛsCDM model (estimates z† ∼ 2)
is always preferred over the standard ΛCDM model;
namely, ΛsCDM finds very strong evidence (reaching
∆ lnZ ∼ 12) against ΛCDM by predicting z† ∼ 1.8 for
both the CMB+Pan+MB and CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB

cases, and finds strong evidence (∆ lnZ ∼ 3) by pre-
dicting z† ∼ 2.4 for the CMB+Pan+BAO+MB case;
see Table III. Hence, the relative log-Bayesian evidences
are significantly strengthened in favor of ΛsCDM in all
cases with the inclusion of MB prior. Regarding the
best fits (−2 lnLmax), the inclusion of the MB prior

results in a substantial worsening (−2∆ lnLmax ∼ 20)
of ΛCDM’s fit to the data for all three data compila-
tions; compare −2 lnLmax of Tables II and III. On the
other hand, for ΛsCDM, there is no significant worsen-
ing (−2∆ lnLmax ∼ 5) without the full BAO data, and
while it becomes noticeable (−2∆ lnLmax ∼ 12) when
the full BAO data is included, it still is milder com-
pared to ΛCDM. This implies that ΛsCDM has much
better consistency with the MB prior than ΛCDM and
signals ΛsCDM relaxes the MB tension and thus the
closely related H0 tension as well. Also, in both ta-
bles (Tables II and III), we see that the expansion of
CMB+Pan and CMB+Pan+MB analyzes by including
the Ly-α data makes a significant improvement (∼ 5) in
the relative log-Bayesian evidence in favor of ΛsCDM,
which indicates that ΛsCDM is also highly compati-
ble with the Ly-α data. On the other hand, when
we expand the CMB+Pan and CMB+Pan+MB ana-
lyzes by including the full BAO data listed in Table I
(equivalent to expanding the cases CMB+Pan+Ly-α and
CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB by adding the low-redshift BAO
data) we compromise on this improvement; namely, the
strong evidence (∆ lnZ ∼ 5) from the CMB+Pan+Ly-
α data set in favor of ΛsCDM is lost (∆ lnZ ∼ 0)
in the CMB+Pan+BAO case, and the very strong ev-
idence (∆ lnZ ∼ 12) from the CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB

data set in favor of ΛsCDM is reduced to strong evidence
(∆ lnZ ∼ 3) in the CMB+Pan+BAO+MB case. It is
worth mentioning here that the Ly-α data support z† val-
ues less than ∼ 2.3, whereas some low-redshift BAO data
prefer z† values greater than ∼ 2.3, forcing the ΛsCDM
model to its ΛCDM limit (z† →∞).

IV. RELAXING COSMOLOGICAL TENSIONS

As we discussed in the previous section, the ΛsCDM
model generically finds better fit to the data compared
to the ΛCDM model. Since the inclusion of the MB prior
and/or the Ly-α data in the data sets causes ΛsCDM to
perform even better compared to ΛCDM, we expect it to
resolve, or at least relax, the MB and the closely related
H0 tensions along with the Ly-α discrepancy. In Fig. 2,
we show the two-dimensional marginalized probability
posteriors of z† versus H0, MB , S8, DH(2.33)/rd (viz.,
the DH/rd at zeff = 2.33 relevant to the Ly-α measure-
ments), t0, and ωb in the ΛsCDM model from various
combinations of the data sets and in Table IV we quantify
the concordances/discordances between the ΛCDM and
ΛsCDM models and the theoretical/direct observational
estimations, viz., HR21

0 = 73.04±1.04 km s−1 Mpc−1 [18]
and HTRGB

0 = 69.8 ± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118]; MB =
−19.244 ± 0.037 mag (SH0ES) [124]; S8 = 0.766+0.020

−0.014

(WL+GC KiDS-1000 3 × 2pt) [139]; DH(2.33)/rd =
8.99 ± 0.19 (for the combined Ly-α data) [140]; t0 =
13.50 ± 0.27 Gyr [141]; 102ωLUNA

b = 2.233 ± 0.036 [128]
and 102ωPCUV21

b = 2.195 ± 0.022 [142]. In what follows,
we discuss these tensions and how they are relaxed within
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Table II. Constraints (68% CL) on the free and some derived parameters of the ΛsCDM and standard ΛCDM models for
CMB+Pan, CMB+Pan+Ly-α and CMB+Pan+BAO data. In the last three rows, the best fit (−2 lnLmax), the log-Bayesian
evidence (lnZ), and the relative log-Bayesian evidence ∆ lnZ [see Eq. (7)] are listed. For each combination of data sets, the
model with ∆ lnZ = 0 is the reference (preferred) model.

Data set CMB+Pan CMB+Pan+Ly-α CMB+Pan+BAO
ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM

102ωb 2.240± 0.015 2.241± 0.014 2.242± 0.013 2.241± 0.015 2.242± 0.013 2.235± 0.014

ωc 0.1197± 0.0012 0.1196± 0.0011 0.1193± 0.0009 0.1196± 0.0011 0.1193± 0.0009 0.1206± 0.0010

100θs 1.04191± 0.00029 1.04190± 0.00028 1.04191± 0.00029 1.04190± 0.00029 1.04194± 0.00028 1.04180± 0.00030

ln
(
1010As

)
3.047± 0.015 3.041± 0.014 3.047± 0.014 3.040± 0.015 3.047± 0.015 3.040± 0.014

ns 0.9662± 0.0042 0.9668± 0.0040 0.9669+0.0039
−0.0036 0.9668± 0.0041 0.9665± 0.0037 0.9644± 0.0037

τreio 0.0556± 0.0075 0.0533± 0.0075 0.0560± 0.0069 0.0528± 0.0077 0.0561± 0.0076 0.0515± 0.0073

z† — > 1.80 (95% CL) — 2.21+0.16
−0.38 — > 2.13 (95% CL)

MB [mag] −19.421± 0.014 −19.363+0.021
−0.037 −19.418± 0.011 −19.349± 0.028 −19.418± 0.012 −19.387± 0.015

Ωm 0.3129± 0.0071 0.2940+0.0120
−0.0093 0.3110± 0.0053 0.2899± 0.0097 0.3109± 0.0056 0.3039± 0.0058

ωm 0.1427± 0.0011 0.1427± 0.0010 0.1424± 0.0008 0.1426± 0.0010 0.1424± 0.0009 0.1436± 0.0010

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 67.55± 0.53 69.68+0.77
−1.40 67.68± 0.40 70.17+0.96

−1.10 67.69+0.38
−0.43 68.74+0.49

−0.55

t0 [Gyr] 13.79± 0.02 13.65+0.06
−0.04 13.79± 0.02 13.62+0.09

−0.03 13.79± 0.02 13.71+0.03
−0.02

σ8 0.8111+0.0056
−0.0063 0.8167+0.0059

−0.0067 0.8104± 0.0060 0.8182± 0.0066 0.8101± 0.0063 0.8167± 0.0062

S8 0.828± 0.013 0.809± 0.015 0.825± 0.010 0.804± 0.014 0.825± 0.011 0.822± 0.010

−2 lnLmax 3807.24 3805.00 3819.36 3806.88 3819.26 3819.06

lnZ −1937.82 −1938.02 −1944.53 −1939.75 −1944.51 −1944.76

∆ lnZ 0 0.20 4.78 0 0 0.25

Table III. Constraints (68% CL) on the free and some derived parameters of the ΛsCDM and standard ΛCDM models for
CMB+Pan, CMB+Pan+Ly-α and CMB+Pan+BAO data with the SH0ES MB prior. In the last three rows, the best fit
(−2 lnLmax), the log-Bayesian evidence (lnZ), and the relative log-Bayesian evidence ∆ lnZ [see Eq. (7)] are listed. For each
combination of data sets, the model with ∆ lnZ = 0 is the reference (preferred) model.

Data set CMB+Pan+MB CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB CMB+Pan+BAO+MB

ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM

102ωb 2.256± 0.015 2.248± 0.014 2.253± 0.013 2.247+0.014
−0.013 2.255± 0.013 2.242± 0.014

ωc 0.1181± 0.0011 0.1191± 0.0011 0.1183± 0.0008 0.1191± 0.0011 0.1181± 0.0009 0.1200+0.0010
−0.0011

100θs 1.04208± 0.00029 1.04197± 0.00031 1.04204± 0.00028 1.04196± 0.00028 1.04207+0.00029
−0.00026 1.04186± 0.00028

ln
(
1010As

)
3.053+0.014

−0.017 3.039± 0.014 3.052+0.013
−0.016 3.041± 0.015 3.053+0.014

−0.016 3.041± 0.015

ns 0.9701± 0.0040 0.9687+0.0043
−0.0038 0.9697± 0.0035 0.9684± 0.0041 0.9702± 0.0035 0.9661± 0.0037

τreio 0.0601+0.0072
−0.0085 0.0526± 0.0074 0.0593+0.0064

−0.0079 0.0535± 0.0077 0.0603+0.0070
−0.0078 0.0524± 0.0076

z† — 1.78+0.14
−0.18 — 1.84+0.13

−0.21 — 2.36± 0.28

MB [mag] −19.399± 0.014 −19.290+0.026
−0.029 −19.402± 0.011 −19.299± 0.028 −19.399± 0.011 −19.366+0.013

−0.015

Ωm 0.3028± 0.0068 0.2716± 0.0084 0.3043± 0.0050 0.2743+0.0086
−0.0097 0.3030± 0.0051 0.2965± 0.0055

ωm 0.1413± 0.0011 0.1422± 0.0010 0.1415± 0.0008 0.1422± 0.0011 0.1413± 0.0008 0.1431± 0.0010

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.31± 0.52 72.38+0.98
−1.10 68.19± 0.38 72.0± 1.1 68.29± 0.39 69.48+0.48

−0.55

t0 [Gyr] 13.76± 0.02 13.55± 0.05 13.76± 0.02 13.56+0.04
−0.04 13.76± 0.02 13.67± 0.03

σ8 0.8090± 0.0064 0.8255+0.0072
−0.0081 0.8091+0.0054

−0.0063 0.8243± 0.0076 0.8092+0.0057
−0.0061 0.8176± 0.0063

S8 0.813± 0.012 0.785± 0.012 0.815± 0.010 0.788+0.012
−0.014 0.813± 0.010 0.813± 0.010

−2 lnLmax 3826.56 3808.58 3837.36 3811.76 3839.70 3831.14

lnZ −1947.83 −1940.06 −1954.17 −1941.85 −1955.02 −1951.79

∆ lnZ 7.77 0 12.32 0 3.23 0

the ΛsCDM model compared to the ΛCDM model. A. H0 discrepancy

The most statistically significant and pressing tension
is in H0, between its direct local distance ladder mea-
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional marginalized probability posteriors of z† versus H0, MB , S8, DH(2.33)/rd (DH/rd at zeff = 2.33
relevant to the Ly-α measurements), t0, and ωb in the ΛsCDM model from various combinations of the data sets. The vertical
gray bands are the constraints (68% CL) for the ΛCDM model, where in the upper panels we consider only CMB+Pan+BAO
and in the lower panels CMB+Pan+BAO+MB since the vertical gray bands obtained for other combinations of data sets do
not differ visually. The vertical purple bands stand for the theoretical/direct observational estimations (at 68% CL) of the
corresponding parameters commonly used in the literature: HR21

0 = 73.04±1.04 km s−1 Mpc−1 [18]; MB = −19.244±0.037 mag
(SH0ES) [124]; S8 = 0.766+0.020

−0.014 (WL+GC KiDS-1000 3×2pt) [139]; DH(2.33)/rd = 8.99±0.19 (for combined Ly-α data) [140];

tu = 13.50± 0.15 Gyr (systematic uncertainties are not included) [141]; 102ωLUNA
b = 2.233± 0.036 [128]. In addition, we show

vertical blue and brown bands for HTRGB
0 = 69.8±0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118] and 102ωPCUV21

b = 2.195±0.022 [142], respectively.
Note that the disjoint contours (around the horizontal z† = 2.33 dashed line) of ΛsCDM for DH(2.33)/rd are as expected since
Λs at z = 2.33 is negative for z† < 2.33 and positive for z† > 2.33.

surements and its estimations from the CMB data as-
suming the standard ΛCDM model. More precisely,
there exists approximately 5σ tension between its ΛCDM
value H0 = 67.27 ± 0.60 km s−1 Mpc−1 (68% CL) [3] in-
ferred from Planck 2018 and the SH0ES measurement
H0 = 73.04± 1.04 km s−1 Mpc−1 (68% CL) [18] based on
the SNIa calibrated by Cepheid variables. This tension
reduces to a mild discrepancy of 2.5σ (or 2.7σ) when the
TRGB measurement H0 = 69.8±0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 (68%
CL) [118] (or H0 = 69.8±0.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 [126], at 68%
CL), which is 2.5σ (or 2.7σ) tension with the SH0ES
measurement, is considered. There are in fact plenty of
other independent (at least partially) and direct H0 mea-
surements relying on different methods and astrophysical
observations [143–151] (see Ref. [15] for a further list of
direct H0 measurements). Almost all of these are sta-
tistically consistent with the latest SH0ES measurement,
but their error percentages are large compared to those
of SH0ES and TRGB measurements. Among these al-
ternatives, the time-delay related measurements (based
on Ref. [152]) stand out as they are independent of the
distance ladders on which SH0ES and TRGB H0 mea-
surements rely, and as they can provide error percentages
comparable to those of SH0ES and TRGB H0 measure-
ments; namely, H0 = 73.3+1.7

−1.8 of H0LiCOW [153] and
H0 = 74.2± 1.6 of TDCOSMO [154]—though, their low
error percentages require assumptions on the mass den-
sity profiles of the deflector galaxies to break the so-called

mass-sheet degeneracy, leaving the method prone to sys-
tematics; relaxed assumptions on the mass density profile
result in looser constraints, e.g., the TDCOSMO results
H0 = 73.3±5.8 [155], and the recent H0 = 77.1+7.3

−7.1 [156]

from the analysis of a single system.6

Consistency with CMB requires that the presence of a

6 Note that, since some of these H0 measurements based on the
alternative methods are independent of the calibration of super-
nova absolute magnitudes, deciding to use an H0 prior instead
of an MB prior allows the usage of a wider variety of measure-
ments related to the present-day expansion of the Universe. We
use the SH0ES measurement due to its robustness and reliabil-
ity, and we chose their MB estimation as our prior instead of H0

since MB is the more direct estimation whereas their inference
of H0 require some minimal assumptions related to low-redshift
cosmography (See Section IV B). It is possible that a cosmolog-
ical model agrees with one of these quantities (H0, MB) with-
out agreeing with both [157–166]. Thus, if one decides to use
an H0 prior from a certain measurement, they should also com-
pare their results against independent MB measurements—if the
used H0 prior is inferred from an MB value, a comparison with
that value is also required. Similarly, if one decides to use an
MB prior from a certain measurement, they should also com-
pare their results against independent H0 measurements—but
not necessarily against the H0 value inferred from that MB prior.
Since almost all direct measurements of H0 independent of the
SH0ES measurement are statistically consistent with the SH0ES
value, instead of discussing other independent measurements, we
compare our results again with the SH0ES H0 estimation. Also,
due to the discrepancy between the SH0ES and TRGB measure-
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Table IV. Concordance/discordance between the ΛCDM/ΛsCDM models and the theoretical/direct observational estimations,
viz., HR21

0 = 73.04 ± 1.04 km s−1 Mpc−1 [18] and HTRGB
0 = 69.8 ± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118]; MB = −19.244 ± 0.037 mag

(SH0ES) [124]; S8 = 0.766+0.020
−0.014 (WL+GC KiDS-1000 3 × 2pt) [139]; DH(2.33)/rd = 8.99 ± 0.19 (for the combined Ly-α

data) [140]; t0 = 13.50 ± 0.15 Gyr (systematic uncertainties are not included) [141]; 102ωLUNA
b = 2.233 ± 0.036 [128] and

102ωPCUV21
b = 2.195± 0.022 [142]. The results marked with ∗ should be interpreted with caution since the SH0ES MB prior is

not fully consistent with the TRGB measurements.

Data set CMB+Pan CMB+Pan+Ly-α CMB+Pan+BAO CMB+Pan+MB CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB CMB+Pan+BAO+MB

ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM

HR21
0 4.7σ 2.2σ 4.8σ 2.0σ 4.8σ 3.7σ 4.1σ 0.4σ 4.4σ 0.7σ 4.3σ 3.1σ

HTRGB
0 2.3σ 0.1σ 2.8σ 0.3σ 2.4σ 1.1σ 1.6σ* 2.0σ* 1.8σ* 1.6σ* 1.7σ* 0.3σ*

MB 4.5σ 2.5σ 4.5σ 2.3σ 4.5σ 3.6σ 3.9σ 1.0σ 4.1σ 1.2σ 4.0σ 3.1σ
S8 2.9σ 1.9σ 3.0σ 1.7σ 2.9σ 2.8σ 2.3σ 0.9σ 2.5σ 1.0σ 2.4σ 2.4σ
DH(2.33)/rd 2.0σ 0.2σ 1.9σ 0.1σ 1.9σ 1.1σ 1.9σ 1.2σ 1.8σ 1.2σ 1.9σ 0.1σ
tu 1.9σ 1.0σ 1.9σ 0.8σ 1.9σ 1.4σ 1.7σ 0.3σ 1.7σ 0.4σ 1.7σ 1.1σ
ωPCUV21

b 1.7σ 1.8σ 1.8σ 1.7σ 1.8σ 1.5σ 2.3σ 2.0σ 2.3σ 2.0σ 2.3σ 1.8σ
ωLUNA

b 0.2σ 0.2σ 0.2σ 0.2σ 0.2σ 0.1σ 0.6σ 0.4σ 0.5σ 0.4σ 0.6σ 0.2σ

sign-switching cosmological constant instead of a regular
one always results in a higher H0 value inversely corre-
lated with z†; this behavior is visible in the leftmost pan-
els of Fig. 2 (for a detailed explanation, see Ref. [89] and
particularly Figs. 2 and 8 therein). Hence, the higher
H0 values of ΛsCDM compared to ΛCDM in Tables II
and III for all six data sets are no surprise; and, as seen
from Table IV, for all six data sets, ΛsCDM is in better
agreement with the SH0ESH0 measurement (so also with
the H0LiCOW and TDCOSMO H0 measurements) and
is compatible (i.e., discrepancy is less than 2σ) with the
TRGB H0 measurement having at most a 2σ discrepancy
in the case of CMB+Pan+MB and only because it pre-
dicts too high of an H0 value compared to TRGB. Also,
note that, the MB prior we use is that of SH0ES and this
must be kept in mind when the constraints on H0 in its
presence are compared with the TRGB H0 measurement.
As seen from Fig. 1, the MB prior clearly prefers a sign
switch at lower redshifts 1.6 . z† . 2; thus, when the
MB prior is included in the data sets, the estimations
of H0 within ΛsCDM are higher compared to the same
data sets without the MB prior due to the inverse corre-
lation of z† and H0. This results in removal of the SH0ES
H0 tension for the CMB+Pan+MB and CMB+Pan+Ly-
α+MB cases. In fact, for these cases, H0 predictions of
ΛsCDM are high enough that they start introducing mild
discrepancies with the TRGB H0 measurement. In con-
trast, addition of the MB prior makes little to no differ-
ence for the ΛCDM model in amelioration of the SH0ES
H0 tension.

However, for the CMB+Pan+BAO cases with or with-
out the MB prior, the preference of high z† values by
the lower redshift BAO hinders the success of ΛsCDM
in ameliorating the discrepancies displayed in Table IV
including the SH0ES H0 tension—the opposition of the
low-redshift BAO data (viz., consensus Galaxy BAO
from zeff = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) to lower z† values and hence

ments (note, however, the recent work Ref. [167]), we include
comparisons of our results with the TRGB H0 measurement.

to higher H0 values was discussed in Ref. [89]. Closely
related to this, the H0 tension within ΛCDM not only
exists between the local H0 measurements and the in-
ference of H0 from CMB, but also between the local H0

measurements and the BAO data set (combined with a
BBN prior) when CMB data set is not used [5, 52, 168–
170]. It is worth mentioning that this tension with the
BAO does not originate from any particular BAO mea-
surement, rather, it is due to the different degeneracy
directions of the constraints from BAO at high redshifts
(z > 1) and galaxy BAO at low redshifts (z < 1) in the
Ωm − H0 plane; see Refs. [5, 52, 168–170], for instance,
Fig. 5 of Ref. [5]. Here, Ωm ≡ 8πGρm0/(3H

2
0 ) is the

present-day (z = 0) matter density parameter with ρm0

being the present-day matter energy density. Note that
the CMB agrees very well with the BBN constraints used
in Refs. [5, 52] and the degeneracy direction of the con-
straints from high-redshift BAO data agrees with that of
the CMB within both ΛCDM and ΛsCDM with contours
for ΛsCDM being shifted to higher H0 values as indi-
cated by the analyses in Ref. [89]. While ΛsCDM is able
to address the H0 tension with the CMB, the different
degeneracy direction of the galaxy BAO will still intro-
duce problems. That is because, since z† > 1 is satisfied
for any reasonable expansion history within ΛsCDM (see
Fig. 5 and the relevant discussion in Ref. [89]), both mod-
els are equivalent for the whole range of the galaxy BAO
and would yield the same contours in a BBN+galaxy
BAO analysis as in Refs. [5, 52] and the shift to higher
H0 values within ΛsCDM in the Ωm −H0 plane by itself
is not adequate for a full resolution of the BAO-based H0

tension but only an amelioration. This inadequacy man-
ifests itself in the impairing of ΛsCDM in alleviating the
H0 tension when the full BAO data is included in our
analyses as can be seen from, in addition to Table IV,
the blue contours in the H0 panels of Fig. 2, and particu-
larly clearly by comparing the rightmost panels of Figs. 3
and 4 showing the analyses including the full BAO data
to the rest of their panels showing the cases without the
low-redshift BAO data.

Another point of interest is the relation of the H0 ten-
sion with the MB and S8 tensions (the two other promi-
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nent discrepancies of ΛCDM) within ΛsCDM. The two-
dimensional marginalized posterior distributions of MB

versus H0, and S8 versus H0 are given in Figs. 3 and 4, re-
spectively, both color coded by z†. These two figures have
some striking common features: (i) there is a strong cor-
relation with H0 and the other two parameters; (ii) lower
z† values are preferred by all three discrepancies; (iii) the
presence of the full BAO data set hinders the alleviation
of the tensions by preferring higher z† values that blur
the phenomenological differences between the two mod-
els; (iv) the presence of the MB prior results in better
alleviation of the tensions and greater differentiation be-
tween the two models by preferring lower z† values. The
correlation is particularly pronounced between MB and
H0; the analyses without the full BAO data yield a cor-
relation of ∼ 0.99 and the ones with the full BAO data
yield ∼ 0.96.

B. MB discrepancy

The MB tension is closely related to the H0 ten-
sion [15, 124, 171] (see also Refs. [157–159]). The lo-
cal H0 measurements rely on observations of astrophys-
ical objects that extend into redshifts where the Hub-
ble flow dominates over peculiar velocities. Particularly,
the two most quoted measurements of H0, namely the
TRGB and SH0ES values, are based on the calibration
(using Cepheid variables for SH0ES, and tip of the red
giant branch for TRGB) of the SNIa absolute magni-
tude. From the calibrated absolute magnitude, using
the apparent magnitudes of SNIa that extend up to
z = 0.15, the value of H0 is then inferred by assum-
ing a ΛCDM-like cosmography for which the distance
modulus µ(z) depends only on H0. This H0 value, as
discussed in the previous subsection, is in substantial
tension with the one inferred from the CMB assuming
ΛCDM cosmology. This implies a serious inconsistency
between the CMB and local measurements. This incon-
sistency is also present if, instead of propagating the lo-
cal calibration of MB to an H0 value, one propagates
the constraints on rd from CMB to constraints on MB

through the inverse distance ladder as in Ref. [171] uti-
lizing BAO measurements. The CMB calibration yields
MCMB
B = −19.401±0.027 mag [171] while the SH0ES cal-

ibration yields MB = −19.2435 ± 0.0373 mag [124]. Al-
ternatively, instead of comparing the local H0 value (in-
ferred from the Cepheid or TRGB calibrated MB value)
with the H0 value inferred by constraining the parame-
ters of a model (most often making use of the CMB), one
can calculate the distance modulus for the constrained
model which can be used to infer the SNIa absolute mag-
nitude (MB) from their apparent magnitudes, and then
directly compare this MB value with the one calibrated
using Cepheid variables or TRGB. Within ΛCDM, where
the cosmographic assumptions used in the inference of
the local H0 measurements are accurate, the MB and H0

tensions are almost equivalent. It is important to note

that, for an arbitrary model, the direct comparison of the
MB values instead of H0 is advantageous as this method
is not prone to finding fake resolutions of the H0 tension
as discussed in Refs. [160–166].

Since the SH0ES H0 measurement is based on a
ΛCDM-like cosmography to infer H0 from the MB value
found by the calibration of SNIa up to z = 0.15 by
Cepheid variables from z < 0.01, within ΛsCDM, for
which the functional form of the cosmographic parame-
ters are exactly those of ΛCDM for z < z†, the resolution
of the H0 and MB tensions are almost equivalent just as
it is within ΛCDM (note that the constraint on z† is well
above the redshift range of the SNIa data used by the
local measurements [18, 118], and is greater than most
of the available SNIa sample [132]). In other words, the
ΛsCDM model respects the internal consistency of the
methodology used by the SH0ES collaboration. Figure 3
and the almost perfect correlation between H0 and MB

within ΛsCDM (see the end of Section IV A) clearly illus-
trate this feature; also compare the first and third rows
of Table IV. As a result, the discussion for the MB ten-
sion follows theH0 tension discussion in the previous sub-
section very closely. For all six data sets, ΛsCDM yields
higher (fainter) MB values compared to ΛCDM as shown
in Tables II and III. Higher MB values are also what the
local calibrations find, and this is reflected in Table IV
where, compared to ΛCDM, ΛsCDM is always in less
tension. As in the case of the H0 tension, the inclusion
of the MB prior reduces the MB tension significantly for
ΛsCDM for all three data compilations (down to 1σ for
the CMB+Pan+MB case) and the inclusion of the full
BAO in the compilation has a hindering effect. Note that,
in contrast, the addition of the MB prior makes little to
no difference for the ΛCDM model in amelioration of the
MB tension.

C. S8 discrepancy

There is a discordance within ΛCDM between CMB
and dynamical low-redshift cosmological probes (weak
lensing, cluster counts, redshift-space distortion) that
manifests itself in the σ8 − Ωm plane, where the σ8 pa-
rameter quantifying the amplitude of growth of structure
is the root-mean-square of the present-day matter den-
sity fluctuations within spheres of 8h−1 Mpc. This dis-
cordance is typically quantified by the S8 ≡ σ8

√
Ωm/0.3

parameter that characterizes the main degeneracy direc-
tion of the weak lensing measurements in the σ8 − Ωm

plane. Assuming the ΛCDM model, the CMB constraints
on S8 from the full Planck data yield S8 = 0.834 ±
0.016 [3] up to 3σ tension with the low-redshift measure-
ments such as S8 = 0.766+0.020

−0.014 (WL+GC KiDS-1000
3× 2pt) [139], and S8 = 0.759± 0.025 (DES-Y3) [172]—
although, note the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) measure-
ment S8 = 0.823+0.032

−0.028 [173] that is consistent with the
Planck ΛCDM value. Thus, the resolution of this dis-
crepancy within a different model calls for a reduced
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional marginalized posterior distributions (68% and 95% CLs) in the MB-H0 plane for the ΛsCDM (color
coded by z†) and ΛCDM for different data combinations. We overlay 1σ bands for the local measurements HR21

0 = 73.04±1.04
km s−1 Mpc−1 [18], HTRGB

0 = 69.8± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118], and MB = −19.244± 0.037 mag (SH0ES) [124]. The larger z†
is, the closer the ΛsCDM model is to the standard ΛCDM model.

S8 prediction without compromising the agreement with
the CMB. While this implies a reduction in the values
of the parameters σ8 and Ωm, it is possible that a sig-
nificant enough reduction in the value of either of the
parameters can work just as well even if the remaining
one’s value is increased. Indeed, the observational as-
sessments of ΛCDM and ΛsCDM in Ref. [89] presented
higher σ8 values for the ΛsCDM model, and the CMB-
only data set yielded a matter density parameter value of
Ωm = 0.2900±0.0160 for ΛsCDM lower compared to the
ΛCDM value of Ωm = 0.3162±0.0084, overcompensating
the ΛsCDM’s increased σ8 parameter and consequently
resulting in a relaxed S8 = 0.8071 ± 0.0210 value com-
pared to the S8 = 0.8332± 0.0163 of ΛCDM. Pleasantly,
this amelioration of the S8 tension is closely related to
the amelioration of the H0 tension within the ΛsCDM
model as its reduced Ωm value is not due to a reduced
physical matter density but its increased H0 value. Note
that, relaxing the S8 tension is not a generic property of
models that relax the H0 tension, on the contrary, they
often exacerbate it due to an excessively large σ8 param-
eter [11, 15]. For instance, amongst many, EDE [19–22],
as well as related models such as new-EDE [23, 24], is
one of the most popular promising ones for relaxing the
H0 tension, however both EDE and new-EDE exacerbate
the S8 tension. AdS-EDE [69, 75, 102] is especially worth
mentioning, because, similar to ΛsCDM, it is based on an
AdS-dS transition. On the other hand, ΛsCDM consid-
ers the possibility of a rapid AdS-dS transition at red-

shift z ∼ 2, whereas AdS-EDE has an AdS phase that
begins at z ∼ 2000 and ends shortly after recombination
(zrec ' 1100), settling down in a Λ > 0 (dS) phase that
still continues today. However, AdS-EDE, like other EDE
models, relaxes the H0 tension but worsens the S8 ten-
sion [102].

To understand the structure formation within ΛsCDM
and how it compares to ΛCDM, we start with the Newto-
nian equation for the growth of structure of the minimally
interacting pressureless sources (baryons and CDM) after
decoupling,

∂2
t δm = −2H∂tδm + 4πGρ̄mδm, (8)

where ρ̄m is the spatially uniform background energy den-
sity and δm is the fractional overdensity of the pressure-
less fluid [174]. We take δm = ρ̄bδb+ρ̄cδc

ρ̄b+ρ̄c
≈ δb ≈ δc

as quickly after recombination, the fractional overden-
sity in the baryons, δb, approaches that of the CDM, δc,
and the matter behaves like a single pressureless fluid
with total density contrast δm. The first term in the
right-hand side, yielding negative values (assuming ex-
panding universe, H > 0), is antagonist to the growth
of structure, and the second term, yielding positive val-
ues, endorses the growth of structure. We recall that
the Hubble parameters, assuming expanding universe,
are given by HΛCDM =

√
8πGρ̄m/3 + Λ/3 for ΛCDM,

and HΛsCDM =
√

8πGρ̄m/3 + Λs/3 for ΛsCDM, where
we work in units such that the speed of light, c, equals
unity. Thus, if both models have the same initial con-
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional marginalized posterior distributions (68% and 95% CLs) in the S8-H0 plane for the ΛsCDM (color
coded by z†) and ΛCDM for different data combinations. We overlay 1σ bands for the local measurements HR21

0 = 73.04±1.04
km s−1 Mpc−1 [18], HTRGB

0 = 69.8± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [118], and S8 = 0.766+0.020
−0.014 (WL+GC KiDS-1000 3× 2pt) [139]. The

larger z† is, the closer the ΛsCDM model is to the standard ΛCDM model.

ditions for ρ̄m before the effects of the cosmological con-
stants set in (which is what we assume in the rest of
this discussion relying on it being well-constrained by
the CMB power spectrum), ΛsCDM will have a weaker
antagonist term up to the redshift z† due to its negative
valued cosmological constant which supports structure
formation by lowering H(z > z†) compared to both the
ΛCDM and Einstein-de Sitter (viz., ΛCDM with Λ = 0)
models, consequently yielding an enhanced growth of
structure at least for z > z† (i.e., for z & 2 according
to constraints we found on z† in this work).7 If the val-
ues of the cosmological constants for both models were
to be the same after the sign switch (i.e., |Λs| = Λ) for a
given δm(z > z†) value for both models, this would result
in enhancement in the present-day structure for ΛsCDM
since H(z) would be the same for both models for z < z†
while the structure supporting nature of the negative cos-
mological constant of ΛsCDM would have resulted in a
greater δm value at z = z†. However, the observational
constraints on DM (z∗) require that the lower H(z > z†)
values of ΛsCDM compared to ΛCDM should be compen-
sated by higher H(z < z†) values, i.e., |Λs| > Λ. Hence,
for z < z†, the cosmological constant of ΛsCDM will have
a stronger impact against growth of structures compared

7 In line with this feature of the ΛsCDM model, the recent data
from the James Webb Space Telescope seem to indicate enhanced
growth of structure compared to ΛCDM at high redshifts [175–
177] (see also Refs. [178–180]).

to ΛCDM. The answer to whether these two competing
effects before and after z† result in a greater present-
day amplitude of growth of structure for ΛsCDM or not,
can be reached by observational analysis, and is conceiv-
ably dependent on the value of z†, which controls both
the value of |Λs| and the amount of time the Universe
spends in the phases with negative and positive cosmo-
logical constants. Note that, a smaller z† results in a
greater value for |Λs| and an extended era with the neg-
ative cosmological constant, and in the z† → ∞ limit,
ΛsCDM approaches ΛCDM.

The results of the observational analyses in Tables II
and III present S8 values that are lower for ΛsCDM
compared to ΛCDM for all six data sets except for the
CMB+Pan+BAO+MB case for which both models yield
the same constraints. This is despite ΛsCDM yielding
higher constraints on σ8 for all cases in line with our
theoretical discussion. Since the low-redshift probes find
lower S8 values compared to the predictions of ΛCDM,
the tensions presented in Table IV are always lower for
ΛsCDM except for the CMB+Pan+BAO+MB case for
which both models have the same amount of tension. For
ΛsCDM, the inclusion of the MB prior results in a better
amelioration and the inclusion of the full BAO data has
an hindering effect—note that, in contrast, addition of
the MB prior makes little to no difference for the ΛCDM
model in amelioration of the S8 discrepancy. The sim-
ilarities between this discussion on the constraints and
tensions of S8 and the ones in Sections IV A and IV B on
the constraints and tensions on MB and H0 are unsur-
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prising due to the strong correlations among these pa-
rameters (see Fig. 4 for the correlation between H0 and
S8). Interestingly, Fig. 4 indicates that the simultaneous
alleviation of the H0 and S8 tensions within ΛsCDM is
possible if the local H0 measurement of SH0ES is consid-
ered but not the TRGB. Finally, note that the S8 values
as measured by the low-redshift probes are not model-
independent, and an absolute determination of the status
of the S8 discrepancy within ΛsCDM requires the analy-
ses of the low-redshift observations with ΛsCDM as the
underlying cosmological model.

D. BAO and Ly-α discrepancies

In all, the SDSS, BOSS, and eBOSS surveys provide
galaxy and quasar samples from which BAO can be mea-
sured covering all redshifts z < 2.2, and Ly-α forest ob-
servations over 2 < z < 3.5. In Table I, we list the
latest BAO measurements at seven different effective red-
shifts (zeff), viz., DH/rd, DM/rd, and DV /rd, where
DH(z) ≡ c/H(z) is the Hubble distance at redshift z,
DM (z) ≡ c

∫ z
0

dz′ /H(z′) is the comoving angular diam-
eter distance in a spatially flat Robertson-Walker (RW)
spacetime, DV (z) = [zDH(z)D2

M (z)]1/3 is the spherically
averaged distance, and rd =

∫∞
zd

dz cs(z)/H(z) is the ra-

dius of sound horizon at drag epoch (zd ∼ 1060) with
cs(z) = c[3 + 9ρb/4ργ(z)]−1/2 being the speed of sound
in the baryon-photon fluid.

There appears to be a discordance between the low-
and high-redshift BAO data within ΛCDM. The Ly-α
BAO measurements of DM (2.34)/rd and DH(2.34)/rd

from the BOSS DR11 sample were found to be in a
tension of approximately 2.5σ with the best fit predic-
tions of Planck CMB within ΛCDM, whereas the Galaxy
BAO measurements from lower redshifts including the
ones from the same sample showed no significant dis-
crepancy [52]. Moreover, an unanchored analysis of these
BAO data without the presence of additional data such
as CMB, presented a tension of approximately 2.5σ with
a nonevolving DE (i.e., the usual cosmological constant)
for z < 2.34 [181]; and when DE was allowed to evolve in
Ref. [52], Ly-α data showed a preference for negative DE
density values around z = 2.34. With the final eBOSS
(SDSS DR16) measurement, this tension between the Ly-
α BAO and Planck CMB data is reduced to approxi-
mately 1.5σ [140]—this would also correspond to a reduc-
tion of the tension in the above mentioned unanchored
analysis and preference of negative DE densities, also,
it is closely related to the internal tension of high and
low-redshift BAO as quantified in Ref. [169] where it was
also shown to diminish with updated data releases in line
with the results of the recent study in Ref. [168]. Despite
the reduction in these discrepancies, the BAO anoma-
lies are still important. As discussed in Section IV A,
the different degeneracy directions of the high- and low-
redshift BAO data in the Ωm−H0 plane when combined
with BBN constraints result in a H0 value in agreement

Figure 5. Expansion histories of ΛsCDM for the mean values
of the analyses with six different data sets presented in Ta-
ble II and Table III. The top and bottom panels respectively
show the plots for analyses without and with the MB prior.
The solid lines are for the CMB+Pan, the dashed lines are
for the CMB+Pan+Ly-α and the dotted lines are for the
CMB+Pan+BAO data sets. Both the data (from Table I
except we combine the Ly-α values and use DH(2.33)/rd =
8.99± 0.19 and DM (2.33)/rd = 37.5± 1.1) and the plots are
color coded for different distance measures with red corre-
sponding to DM (z)/rd

√
z, blue to DV (z)/rd

√
z and green to

zDH(z)/rd

√
z. The plots for ΛCDM are given only for the

CMB+Pantheon analysis without MB as the plots for differ-
ent data sets are not visually distinguishable in the figure;
ΛCDM plots are all solid black and each correspond to the
obvious distance measure of the branch it is closest to.

with the CMB prediction but in significant tension with
local measurements [5]. Moreover, parametric and non-
parametric reconstructions of the DE density that utilize
the BAO data keep finding negative (although usually
consistent with vanishing) DE densities around the Ly-α
data [60, 91, 182] indicating a DE density that transits
from negative to positive today. Also, note the paral-
lelisms of the Ly-α and S8 discrepancies that may indi-
cate that the resolution of these two tensions are related;
first, the S8 constraints based on the Ly-α data and weak
lensing surveys probing similar redshift scales as the Ly-
α measurements agree [183], second, the weakening of
the tension with recent measurements happened also for
the S8 discrepancy [139, 172], and third, minimal exten-
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Table V. Concordance/discordance between the ΛCDM and ΛsCDM models and the BAO measurements listed in Table I.
For the values relevant to the Ly-α measurements at zeff = 2.33, we have considered the combined values of DH(2.33)/rd =
8.99± 0.19 and DM (2.33)/rd = 37.5± 1.1 [140].

Data set CMB+Pan CMB+Pan+Ly-α CMB+Pan+BAO CMB+Pan+MB CMB+Pan+Ly-α+MB CMB+Pan+BAO+MB

ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM ΛCDM ΛsCDM

DV (0.15)/rd 0.9σ 1.7σ 1.0σ 1.8σ 1.0σ 0.7σ 1.2σ 2.4σ 1.3σ 2.3σ 1.2σ 1.6σ

DV (0.85)/rd 0.7σ 0.0σ 0.6σ 0.1σ 0.6σ 0.3σ 0.5σ 0.6σ 0.4σ 0.5σ 0.5σ 0.2σ

DM (0.38)/rd 0.9σ 0.6σ 0.9σ 0.9σ 0.8σ 0.2σ 0.3σ 2.0σ 0.3σ 1.8σ 0.4σ 0.3σ

DM (0.51)/rd 0.5σ 0.9σ 0.4σ 1.2σ 0.4σ 0.3σ 0.1σ 2.3σ 0.1σ 2.2σ 0.0σ 0.8σ

DM (0.70)/rd 0.9σ 1.9σ 0.9σ 2.1σ 1.0σ 1.5σ 1.3σ 3.1σ 1.4σ 3.0σ 1.3σ 2.0σ

DM (1.48)/rd 0.6σ 1.3σ 0.6σ 1.5σ 0.7σ 1.0σ 0.8σ 1.9σ 0.9σ 1.9σ 0.8σ 1.2σ

DM (2.33)/rd 1.5σ 1.0σ 1.5σ 1.0σ 1.5σ 1.2σ 1.3σ 0.9σ 1.3σ 0.9σ 1.4σ 1.1σ

DH(0.38)/rd 0.6σ 1.3σ 0.6σ 1.4σ 0.6σ 0.9σ 0.8σ 2.0σ 0.9σ 1.9σ 0.8σ 1.2σ

DH(0.51)/rd 0.7σ 0.1σ 0.6σ 0.3σ 0.6σ 0.3σ 0.4σ 0.8σ 0.4σ 0.8σ 0.4σ 0.0σ

DH(0.70)/rd 1.7σ 1.0σ 1.7σ 0.9σ 1.7σ 1.4σ 1.5σ 0.5σ 1.5σ 0.5σ 1.5σ 1.2σ

DH(1.48)/rd 0.6σ 0.8σ 0.6σ 0.8σ 0.6σ 0.7σ 0.6σ 0.9σ 0.6σ 0.9σ 0.6σ 0.8σ

DH(2.33)/rd 2.0σ 0.2σ 1.9σ 0.1σ 1.9σ 1.1σ 1.9σ 1.2σ 1.8σ 1.2σ 1.9σ 0.1σ

sions of ΛCDM that relax either of these tensions tend
to exacerbate the H0 tension [10, 11].

In the analyses of both models with six different data
sets, the ones that include our full BAO data have distinc-
tive properties from the rest. For the data sets without
the full BAO, both models yield similar posterior dis-
tributions (especially for the CMB+Pan data set with-
out the MB prior) for the baseline six free parameters of
ΛCDM, whereas including the full BAO data results in
slight separation of the contours (see Tables II and III
and Figs. 6-11 presented in the Appendix A). Regard-
ing the derived parameters, ΛsCDM results in signifi-
cantly lower S8 values despite its higher σ8 parameter
for all data sets except when full BAO data is included
in which case both models yield very similar constraints;
however, ΛsCDM yields higher H0 and MB values, and
a lower t0 value compared to ΛCDM whether or not full
BAO is included in the data set. Expanding the BAO
data set from Ly-α to the full BAO means inclusion of
the Galaxy BAO at the zeff = 0.15, 0.38, 0.51, 0.70, 0.85
and also the Quasar BAO at zeff = 1.48. The effect of
the Galaxy BAO at zeff = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61 on ΛsCDM
was discussed in Ref. [89] where it was found that the
preference of the Galaxy BAO data for higher z† values
holds the model back from working efficiently in alle-
viating the tensions of ΛCDM as the phenomenological
difference between the two models diminishes with the
increasing values of z†. The same observation can be
made also from the analyses of the present paper where
the inclusion of the full BAO data set, majority of which
is galaxy BAO, results in higher z† values, and hence
is accompanied with a worsening in amelioration of the
tensions (cf. Table IV). In Fig. 5, we give expansion his-
tories of ΛsCDM for the mean values of the analyses with
six different data sets presented in Tables II and III. And
in Table V, we quantify the concordance/discordance be-
tween the ΛCDM and ΛsCDM models and the BAO mea-
surements listed in Table I. For the values relevant to the
Ly-α measurements at zeff = 2.33, we have considered

the combined values of DH(2.33)/rd = 8.99 ± 0.19 and
DM (2.33)/rd = 37.5± 1.1 [140].

We see in Table IV that ΛCDM is typically in approx-
imately 2σ tension with DH(2.33)/rd = 8.99 ± 0.19 in
all cases. On the other hand, ΛsCDM is typically fully
consistent with DH(2.33)/rd = 8.99± 0.19 with the level
of tension being almost zero in some cases and without
exceeding 1.2σ even in the worst case. The DH(z) plots
in Fig. 5 show how a z† < 2.33, i.e., a sign switch at
smaller redshifts than the effective redshift of the Ly-α
data, results in an excellent fit to the DH(2.33) mea-
surements that is immediately lost for z† > 2.33 (also,
cf. Fig. 3 in Ref. [89]). When we consider DM (2.33)/rd,
both ΛCDM and ΛsCDM models are in good consistency
with DM (2.33)/rd = 37.5 ± 1.1, yet ΛsCDM does sys-
tematically better; while the level of tension is approxi-
mately 1.5σ in ΛCDM in all cases, it is 1σ in ΛsCDM.
The better agreement with Ly-α was expected by the
theoretical and observational analyses in Ref. [89], and so
was the tension with the Galaxy BAO presented in Ta-
ble V. However, a careful examination of Table V ex-
poses a characteristic of ΛsCDM that is not present in
ΛCDM; that is, in certain cases, ΛsCDM is discrepant
with the DM (z)/rd value of a BAO measurement while
it is in agreement with its DH(z)/rd value. This is pos-
sible, since unlike DH(z), which gives information about
a single instance of time, DM (z) relies on a cumulative
effect from present-day up to a redshift, i.e., the inte-
gral

∫ z
0

dz′ /H(z′). Thus, if the H(z) of a model deviates
from the actual Hubble parameter describing the Uni-
verse at low redshifts, this deviation will carry over to
higher redshifts when DM (z) is considered, and can be
corrected only if another deviation in the opposite direc-
tion happens (see Ref. [100] for the implications of this
when DM (z∗) is considered). Moreover, since 1/H(z) de-
cays rapidly with increasing z, the integral

∫ z
0

dz′ /H(z′)
gets most of its contribution from lower redshifts, and
hence is more sensitive to deviations at low redshifts. It
seems that Table V and Fig. 5 show imprints of this effect
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for ΛsCDM. Let us consider the CMB+Pan+MB case
in Table V as an example since it is the one where this
situation is most apparent. The tension of ΛsCDM with
the DM (0.70)/rd measurement is at 3.1σ level whereas it
is only 0.5σ for DH(0.70)/rd; this is likely to be caused
by the tensions with the DH(z)/rd values for z < 0.5,
i.e., the 2σ tension with DH(0.38)/rd and the 2.4σ ten-
sion with the DV (0.15)/rd measurement, that carry over
to higher redshifts for DM (z)/rd. This effect, illustrated
with the above example, seems to permeate Table V, and
indicates that ΛsCDM’s conflict is mainly with the BAO
measurements for which zeff < 0.5, and also that the
model can fit both CMB and full BAO excellently if its
Hubble radius is superposed with a wavelet as discussed
in Ref. [100].

E. Age discrepancy

The (present-day) age of the Universe can also be mea-
sured using very old astrophysical objects, such as globu-
lar clusters (GCs), in a cosmological model-agnostic way,
in the sense that it does not depend in any significant
way on the cosmological model adopted. It is estimated
in Ref. [141] (see also Refs. [184, 185]) that the age of the
oldest GCs is tGC = 13.32±0.10 (stat.)±0.23 (sys.) Gyr at
68% CL, which is transformed to an age of the Universe
tu = 13.50 ± 0.15 (stat.) ± 0.23 (sys.) Gyr (±0.27 when
adding statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadra-
ture). It is in good agreement with the Planck18 ΛCDM
inferred age t0 = 13.80 ± 0.02 Gyr [3]. However, this
success may be due to the systematic uncertainties that
are currently too large; there are ongoing efforts to re-
duce the impact of systematic uncertainties so that GCs’
constraints on t0 can potentially discriminate among dif-
ferent cosmological models, in particular, the models that
are proposed to solve the H0 tension [185, 186]. When
we consider the age of the Universe estimated from GCs
by taking only the statistical uncertainties into account,
viz., tu = 13.50±0.15 Gyr at 68% CL, while the Planck18
ΛCDM finds 2σ tension, the ΛsCDM model is expected to
find an even better agreement as Λs reduces the age of the
Universe [89]. Our results for t0 are summarized in Ta-
ble IV and Fig. 2. We see that in all three analyses with-
out the MB prior, ΛCDM is in tension with tu estimated
from GCs mentioned above at the level of 1.9σ, whereas
the ΛsCDM model is in tension at less than 1σ, except
reaches 1.4σ tension for the CMB+Pan+BAO case. On
the other hand, when the MB prior is included in the
analysis, the tensions of ΛCDM decrease only slightly to
1.7σ for all three analyses, but ΛsCDM becomes fully
consistent; even the largest tension for ΛsCDM is just
1.1σ (CMB+Pan+BAO+MB). Of course, to be able to
conclude whether there is a real tension within ΛCDM
between the age of the Universe as predicted by CMB and
the one inferred from GCs, and to use tu as a discrimina-
tor between cosmological models, we need the systematic
uncertainties in tu to be reduced. However, it is impor-

tant to notice the clear correlations of the parameter z† of
the ΛsCDM model with not only t0 but also the param-
eters H0, MB , S8, and DH(2.33)/rd in Fig. 2. Moreover,
not only the ΛsCDM predicted t0 values find better agree-
ment with the one predicted by GCs, but also the ΛsCDM
predicted values of H0, MB , S8, and DH(2.33)/rd are
consistent with their direct observational values. It is
very difficult to simply call it a coincidence, and as sys-
tematic uncertainties are removed, it would not be a sur-
prise if the age of the Universe turns out to be smaller
than the Planck18 ΛCDM prediction.

F. ωb discrepancy

The BBN constraints on ωb depend on the assumed
nuclear reaction rates. The most important one for deu-
terium destruction relevant to BBN is the D(p, γ)3He
reaction rate which was recently measured by the LUNA
(The Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics)
experiment [128]. They use their measurements to give
the constraint ωLUNA

b = 0.02233± 0.00036 on the physi-
cal density parameter of baryons. Using the same mea-
surement by LUNA and a more theoretically guided ap-
proach for the two other important processes for deu-
terium destruction, Ref. [142] has reported the constraint
ωPCUV21

b = 0.02195 ± 0.00022. Compared to the CMB
only prediction ωb = 0.02237 ± 0.00015 from Planck,
which increases to ωb = 0.02242 ± 0.00014 when BAO
data is included [3], ωLUNA

b shows excellent agreement
while the more theoretical value ωPCUV21

b presents some
discrepancy. These are in line with the previous trend
where predictions of CMB agree well with empirical ap-
proaches based on experimentally measured cross sec-
tions while more theoretical approaches are discrepant.
See Ref. [187] where the theoretical D(p, γ)3He rate
yields ωb = 0.02166± 0.00019 whereas the empirical one
yields ωb = 0.02235± 0.00037.

In Ref. [89], both ΛCDM and ΛsCDM yielded similar
ωb values discrepant with theoretical BBN constraints,
and inclusion of the BAO in the data set resulted in
an exacerbation of this discrepancy for ΛCDM as in the
analyses of Planck, but, it resulted in an amelioration for
ΛsCDM. Intrigued by these results, in this paper, we also
computed the tensions of both models with both empir-
ically and theoretically guided BBN constraints on ωb.
From Tables II and III, we see that both models yield
ωb values higher than BBN constraints. While inclusion
of the MB prior increases these values further, inclusion
of the BAO data increases ωb for ΛCDM but decreases
it for ΛsCDM pulling the extended model towards BBN
constraints. When ωLUNA

b is considered, both models are
in excellent agreement for all data sets; when ωPCUV21

b
is considered, both models are moderately discrepant for
all six data sets. However, it is worth noting that ωb

values for ΛsCDM are lower for all data sets in better
agreement with BBN constraints up to 0.5σ. Also, since
the ωb tensions within ΛsCDM increase with the inclu-
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sion of the MB prior and decrease with the inclusion of
the full BAO data set, out of the six different discrepan-
cies presented in Table IV, it is the only one that prefers
relatively larger z† values.

V. CONCLUSION

The ΛsCDM model is based on the recent conjecture
that the Universe went through a spontaneous AdS to
dS transition characterized by a sign-switching cosmolog-
ical constant (Λs) at z ∼ 2 [68, 89]. This conjecture was
inspired by the promising observational findings on the
gDE model that showed the gDE, which smoothly tran-
sitions from negative to positive energy densities, can
simultaneously ameliorate the H0 and Ly-α discrepan-
cies by preferring a rapid transition at z ∼ 2, and it was
further compelled by some theoretical advantages of Λs

over the gDE [68]. In this paper, we consider the sim-
plest ΛsCDM model, constructed simply by promoting
the usual cosmological constant Λ of the standard ΛCDM
model to an abrupt sign-switching cosmological constant
Λs, which we treat as an idealized description of a rapid
transition (may or may not be smooth) from an AdS vac-
uum provided by Λs = −Λs0 to a dS vacuum provided
by Λs = Λs0, or DE models such as gDE, that can mimic
this behavior. This model has been recently proposed
in Ref. [89] and explored theoretically and observation-
ally. It was found that, when ΛsCDM is guaranteed to be
consistent with the CMB data at the background level,
it predicts a higher H0 value compared to ΛCDM and
agrees with the Ly-α data for z† . 2.3. In the robust ob-
servational analyses, it was able to simultaneously ame-
liorate the H0, MB , and S8 tensions along with the Ly-α
and ωb anomalies. However, while the CMB data alone
was consistent with any z† value for z† & 1.5; when a
compilation of BAO data was combined with the CMB
data, the constraint on z† turned out to be z† ∼ 2.4,
compromising the success of the model in ameliorating
the tensions. This compromise was attributed to the op-
position of galaxy BAO to lesser z† values thereby pre-
venting the model from achieving z† ∼ 2 required for
complete removal of the tensions under consideration, or
equivalently, it was attributed to the discordance of low-
redshift and high-redshift BAO within ΛsCDM (that is
also present within ΛCDM).

In this paper, we have constrained the parameters of
ΛsCDM and ΛCDM models with various combinations
of updated and extended data compared to Ref. [89],
with particular focus on the Pantheon SNIa data set with
and without the SH0ES MB prior. The extended anal-
yses in the present paper let us asses how ΛsCDM per-
forms in the light of this extended set of cosmological
observations, and further investigate the constraints on
z† without the full BAO data set, which exhibits inter-
nal conflicts within ΛsCDM, similar to those in the case
of ΛCDM. The results confirm the pushback from the
galaxy BAO, and show that the MB prior strongly fa-

vors ΛsCDM as expected since the model predicts higher
H0 values and respects the internal consistency of the
SH0ES H0 measurement utilizing MB . When the MB

prior is present without the full BAO data set, ΛsCDM
is very strongly favored over ΛCDM in Bayesian evidence
with exceptional ∆ lnZ values of 12.32 and 7.77 with and
without the Ly-α data respectively. The inclusion of the
completed full BAO data set in the analysis hinders the
promising features of ΛsCDM by pushing z† to higher
values, yet, ΛsCDM is still strongly favored over ΛCDM
in Bayesian evidence; namely, we have ∆ lnZ = 3.23
(CMB+Pan+BAO+MB) in this case. It is important
to observe the trend in the case of the ΛsCDM model
that, inclusion of the MB prior without the full BAO
data set simultaneously removes all the prominent dis-
crepancies that prevail within the standard cosmological
model (viz., the H0, MB , and S8 tensions), as well as
the t0 anomaly, with strict constraints on z†, while its
inclusion causes only minor improvements in the case of
the ΛCDM model.

Generically, ΛsCDM performs better for all six discrep-
ancies of ΛCDM considered in this paper (viz., H0, MB ,
S8, Ly-α, t0, and ωb discrepancies) for all six data com-
pilations; particularly, in the case of z† ∼ 1.8, ΛsCDM
is remarkably successful in simultaneous alleviation of
these six discrepancies. In Ref. [68], the presence of
an AdS to dS transition at z† ∼ 2 was argued mainly
based on the Ly-α data preferring negative DE densities
at their effective redshifts greater than 2. In Ref. [89],
for CMB+BAO data, it was indeed the Ly-α data that
insisted on z† . 2.3 despite the opposition of the galaxy
BAO to lower z† values. Pleasantly, the results in this
paper show that the presence of the MB prior finds ex-
cellent constraints of z† ∼ 2 (z† ∼ 1.8 when the full BAO
data is not included) even when the Ly-α data is not
included, and the consequent predictions of the ΛsCDM
model efficiently address the tensions of ΛCDM that are
considered in this work.

The inclusion of the full BAO data in the data set hin-
ders the success of ΛsCDM due to the galaxy BAO, as
was the case in Ref. [89]. However, upon careful inspec-
tion, Table I hints that ΛsCDM is only discrepant with
the BAO data at zeff < 0.5 when the DH(z)/rd measure-
ments are considered, but these discrepancies carry over
to DM (z)/rd measurements from BAO at higher effec-
tive redshifts since deviations in H(z) at small redshifts
also cause deviations in DM (z)/rd at all redshifts. If
the ΛsCDM model is to describe the present full BAO
data, a wiggly modification to its Hubble function at low
redshifts as suggested in Ref. [100] (see also references
therein) is in order. From an alternative point of view,
the present full BAO data seem to have internal conflicts
between low- and high-redshift BAO data within both
the ΛCDM and ΛsCDM models; if these are due to sys-
tematics in the galaxy BAO measurements that are to
be resolved in the future bringing BAO data to concor-
dance within ΛsCDM, this could allow ΛsCDM to have
excellent fit to all of the data considered in our analyses
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without suffering from the serious to mild tensions within
ΛCDM (H0, MB , S8, Ly-α, and t0), in contrast, if these
are due to systematics in the high-redshift BAO measure-
ments that are to be resolved in the future bringing BAO
data to concordance within ΛCDM, ΛCDM would still be
discrepant with multitude of cosmological observations.

Further analyses of ΛsCDM can be carried out by in-
cluding additional data related to structure formation
such as weak lensing and redshift-space distortion from
Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS) [139] and Dark Energy Sur-
vey (DES) [172], to robustly determine the model’s con-
sistency with regards to amplitude and growth of struc-
tures, and/or the most recent CMB data from the Ata-
cama Cosmology Telescope (ACTPol) [4] and the South
Pole Telescope (SPT-3G) [6] along with the Planck data.
In addition, the recent Pantheon+ [188] sample includes
SNIa from the Cepheid-host galaxies whose distances
are calibrated by SH0ES; thus, ΛsCDM can be analyzed
using Pantheon+ in combination with the SH0ES dis-
tance measurements instead of using the Pantheon sam-
ple along with the SH0ES MB prior. Our analyses with
the MB prior suggest that, in this case, ΛsCDM would
perform better compared to ΛCDM; and thanks to the
model’s submission to the internal consistency of the
SH0ES H0 measurement, this better performance would
also manifest itself in a high H0 prediction in agreement
with the SH0ES value. It is worth noting that a recent
study reinforces this expectation by suggesting that Pan-
theon+ data set itself shows the presence of negative DE
density at high redshifts [105].

Other future works may investigate extensions of
ΛsCDM itself. A straightforward extension of the model
can be achieved by allowing nonzero spatial curvature.
This scenario is particularly interesting due to the pref-
erence of positive spatial curvature on top of ΛCDM by
the CMB data; since positive spatial curvature mimics
cosmic strings with negative energy density in the Fried-
mann equation, whether this preference of a closed space
by the CMB data (i.e., the Ωk anomaly that is closely re-
lated to the AL anomaly due to the degeneracy between
the two) still exists within ΛsCDM, which already incor-
porates a negative DE density at large redshifts, is wor-
thy of investigation [189]. Alternatively, considering that
ΛsCDM’s struggle with galaxy BAO data appears to be
the main factor preventing it from simultaneously fitting
excellently to the variety of the high precision data con-
sidered in the present work, one may extend the model by
introducing wiggles (see Ref. [100] and references therein)
to its Hubble function at low redshifts (that can accom-
modate the full BAO data) without excessive number of
free parameters.

The apparently spontaneous nature of the Λs, or a
DE density mimicking it, and also the fact that it shifts
to a larger value, in particular from negative to posi-
tive, may render finding a concrete physical mechanism
underlying this scenario challenging [68, 89]. However,
the phenomenological success of the ΛsCDM model de-
spite its simplicity (particularly, when the abrupt sign-

switching Λs is considered), is highly encouraging to look
for possible physical mechanisms underlying this scenario
as well as their specific imprints in the sky. We treat the
abrupt sign-switching transition of Λs defined in Eq. (1)
as an idealized description of a rapid transition (may
or may not be smooth) from an AdS vacuum provided
by Λs = −Λs0 to a dS vacuum provided by Λs = Λs0

at/around a certain redshift, z†, in the late Universe—or
DE models such as gDE, that can mimic/approximate
this behavior. However, this begs the question of why
this transition occurs at/around a certain time instance
t = t†, corresponding to z = z†, in the history of the
Universe. The way this question is answered may have
far-reaching theoretical and even observational implica-
tions. For instance, if we take Λs as an approximation
to a smoothly evolving dynamical DE, whose density
rapidly changes sign around z†, then the time instance
DE density passes from negative to positive, t†, is not
different from any other time in the time evolution of the
DE (determined by the continuity equation according to
the EoS parameter that characterizes it), and the con-
cerns regarding spontaneity are mitigated; in this case,
the sign change in the DE density occurs simultaneously
across the entire Universe. On the other hand, if we take
Λs as a transition phenomenon (such as phase transi-
tion, spontaneous symmetry breaking, spontaneous emis-
sion, phenomena related to catastrophe theory), subtler
points arise. First of all, it becomes crucial to address
what critical event/condition (could be external) triggers
the sign switch. While the answer would be mechanism-
dependent, it is conceivable that the sign-switch occurs
when a critical local energy level is reached. Assuming
such a critical energy level, in a universe with perfect spa-
tial uniformity (i.e., in a universe perfectly described by
the RW spacetime metric), every point in space would
reach the critical energy level at the same cosmic time
instance leading to a simultaneous sign-switch at every
point in space. But in reality, the Universe is not exactly
uniform (spatially), but almost-exactly uniform (cf. the
CMB temperature anisotropies are ∆T/T ∼ 10−5 level,
over a wide range of angular scales), therefore the sign
switch must have occurred at/around slightly different
comoving time instances in the slightly overdense and
underdense regions (on cosmological scales), and also, in
some overdense regions (viz., the regions where the struc-
tures have grown), the Λs must have never transitioned
to the dS phase and remained in AdS phase. This could
have observable consequences in the sky, which in turn
can allow for new tests of ΛsCDM and its possible under-
lying mechanisms. For instance, the asynchronization in
t† and the possibility that sign switch has never occurred
in some regions may lead to specific imprints in the CMB,
the clustering of galaxies etc.—taking this at face value,
the effects of the sign-switch on the CMB anomalies by
itself is an intriguing topic. Finally, let us comment on
one more interesting point; if the sign-switching transi-
tion of the cosmological constant is triggered when, e.g.,
the local energy level reaches a critical value, then it may
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be possible to relate t† (or z†) to some other cosmological
parameters, which in turn leads to the possibility of re-
ducing the free parameters of ΛsCDM to that of the base
ΛCDM model, a possibility that may crown the success
of the ΛsCDM model in light of the currently available
observational data.
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Appendix A: Triangle Posteriors

In this appendix, we present the one- and two-
dimensional (at 68% and 95% CLs) marginalized distri-
butions of the model parameters for both models. We do
not see strong correlations between z† and the six base-
line parameters, but these exist among z†, H0, MB , S8,
and Ωm. Thus, triangular plots showing the joint posteri-
ors between the parameters present extra complementary
information to the tables in the main text.
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